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 Key Statistics     Investment Trends  

Reliant on Market Returns? As plans mature, they rely 
more on market returns as contributions become an 
ever smaller share of total assets. Plans more reliant on 
market returns have higher burn rates leaving them 
more susceptible to investment risks and rewards. This 
is but one of many conclusions Segal Consulting has 
reached after reviewing the latest available Form 5500 
filings of all 1,200+ multiemployer pension plans.  

Breaking down the available information into 
understandable pieces, trustees can review how their 
plan compares on key metrics including factors such as 
the ratio of active to inactive participants and what 
percent of the total assets is composed of contributions 
in a given year. Ask your consultant if you are interested 
in how your plan compares and how reliant it currently 
is on market returns. 

 

 

  

Psychology and Investing: Perception, Meet Reality | As human beings, we often hang on to certain beliefs even when the 
facts prove us wrong. When this happens with investors, behavioral finance specialists call it “confirmation bias”. Last year’s 
investment experience produced a couple of perceptions about market performance that some investors are still hanging on 
to, even though the data seems to prove them wrong. These include ideas around quantitative tightening and market liquidity, 
as well as around recent market volatility. Seeking contrarian perspectives can improve investors’ ability to navigate markets 
in times of volatility. 

Oil Prices: What Goes Down Can Also Go Back Up (and So On) | After a lackluster 2018, oil prices surged in the first 
quarter of 2019. The change in sentiment around oil comes as the outlook changes for both the commodity and the global 
economy. A scaled-back outlook for Federal Reserve interest rate hikes, OPEC production cuts and a better feeling among 
investors about U.S./China trade relations all have helped boost oil prices in 2019. However, it is worth remembering that 
wide swings up and down are usually part of oil and commodity performance. 

   Compliance News  Compliance News 

  

DC Plan Hardship Withdrawals Proposals | On November 14, 2018, the Department of Treasury proposed regulations that 
address the legislative changes made to the rules governing hardship distributions from 401(k) and 403(b) plans. These 
proposals include eliminating the six-month suspension rule, removing the requirement to take all available loans prior to 
receiving a hardship distribution, adding hardship distribution sources, expanding the list of “immediate and heavy financial 
need” expenses and replacing the test to demonstrate an immediate financial need. 
IRS Deadline for Change to Electronic Filing for the Voluntary Compliance Program | Starting on April 1, 2019, the 
Internal Revenue Service will only accept electronic submissions for the Voluntary Compliance Program (VCP). Under the 
VCP, plans can apply to correct mistakes that could otherwise disqualify the plan. If the submission is accepted, the IRS 
will issue a compliance letter, and the plan must complete the compliance steps. 
 

   Selected Strategies for Managing Multiemployer Retirement Plans  Selected Strategies for Managing 

  

Using Retiree Health Plans to Drive Retirements | Besides reviewing the pension plan design, trustees are increasingly 
looking toward how their companion retiree health plans are structured to drive retirement behavior. By better aligning the 
pension and health eligibilities and benefits, some groups have been able to adjust participant behavior toward a desired end 
of an earlier or later retirement. Even if retirements are not an issue, many still see value of looking at what pension and health 
benefits are offered at each given age to ensure that the two complement each other for the welfare of participants. 
 

  To discuss the implications for your plan, contact your Segal consultant or get in touch via our website, Segalco.com. 
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